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ABSTRACT: Nanodiamonds are interesting materials from the point of view of their
biocompatibility and their chemical, spectroscopic, and mechanical properties. Current
synthetic methods for nanodiamonds involve harsh environments, which are potentially
hazardous in addition to being expensive. We report a low-temperature (423 K)
hydrothermal approach to form nanodiamonds by using graphene-oxide or nitrated
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (naphthalene, anthracene, phenanthrene, or pyrene) as a
starting material. The reaction products contain single-crystalline or twinned nanodiamonds
with average diameters in the 2−3 nm range. Theoretical calculations prove that, at the
nanoscale, sub-4 nm nanodiamonds may adopt a structure that is more stable than
graphene-oxide and nitrated polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. Our ﬁndings show that sp2
carbon in the polycyclic aromatic precursor can be converted to sp3 carbon under
unexpectedly moderate temperature conditions by using nanoscale precursors and thus
oﬀer a low-temperature approach for the synthesis of sub-4 nm nanodiamonds.
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Eﬀorts have been made to explore alternative synthetic
methods to reduce the temperature and pressure during the
synthesis. The syntheses of either nanodiamonds or micronscale diamond particles involve ball milling of diamond
microcrystals,14 laser irradiation of carbon derivatives,15
reduction of carbon dioxide,16 sodium reduction and pyrolysis
of carbon tetrachloride,17 electron irradiation of graphite,18
chlorination of carbides,19 ultrasound cavitation of graphite,20
compression of C60,21 and extraction from the soot of a candle
ﬂame.22 The reaction parameters are summarized in Table S1.
It has been reported in the literature that nanodiamonds below
4 nm (nanometers) can be prepared by annealing23 and
milling,24 but the precursors were detonation nanodiamonds.
The reaction is a process to reduce the size of large diamond
particles, rather than an sp2 to sp3 phase transition process. In
addition, it has been predicted in theoretical studies that

n view of their high biocompatibility, low toxicity, high
chemical purity, stable ﬂuorescence, high hardness, and
high thermal conductivity,1−3 nanodiamonds can be
potentially applied in many ﬁelds such as drug delivery,2,3
biomedical imaging and bio-labeling,4 lubricating additives,5
and quantum computing.6 Natural nanodiamonds have been
found in meteorites,7 reported as being present in protoplanetary nebulae8 and detected in interstellar dust.9 The
synthesis approach for commercial nanodiamonds is based on
a process reported in the 1960s that involves detonating
carbon-containing explosives in an atmosphere with negative
oxygen balance.10 Typically, 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) and
hexogen (RDX) are detonated to generate temperatures as
high as 3500−4000 K (Kelvin) and pressures of 20−30
GPa.2,11 Since the traditional methods of synthesizing
nanodiamonds are generally through a high-temperature and
high-pressure (HTHP) process, it was assumed that their
formation is necessarily linked to phenomena taking place in
such extreme environments. Previous work has mostly linked
nanodiamonds to HTHP processes, thus supporting the
hypotheses of “Cosmic rain”, “Wildﬁres”, or “Volcanism” that
caused their formation in the Younger Dryas boundary
layer.12,13
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the synthesis of sub-4 nm nanodiamond particles: (A) Four diﬀerent PAHs were mixed with nitric acid and
heated at 333−353 K to form nitrated-PAHs. All the nitrated-PAHs, as well as G-O, were used as precursors in the hydrothermal process.
(B) STEM EELS of the crystalline nanoparticle on silicon nitride substrate where the black and red lines are the original and smoothed
spectra, respectively. (C) HRTEM image of one nanodiamond particle (green frame) and the corresponding simulated lattice image (pink
frame) in the ⟨110⟩ orientation; overlay inset is the schematic diagram of the atomic structure.

be attributed to contributions from diamond-like carbon bonds
(amorphous carbon would exhibit a smooth, rounded peak at
around 290 eV).26−28 This indicates that the nanoparticles are
composed of not only sp3-hybridized carbon but also some
signiﬁcant amount of sp2-bonded carbon, which is consistent
with the previous theoretical calculation results for nanodiamonds below 4 nm.29 The theoretical study also shows that
sub-4 nm nanodiamonds exhibit polyhedral structures.29 The
proportion of surface atoms increases gradually as the diameter
of nanodiamonds reduces.30 Thus, for a 2 nm diameter
particle, the proportion of surface atoms reaches ∼50% (Figure
S3). The surface atoms can be terminated either through a
mixed sp2/sp3 structure such as a graphitic or quasi-amorphous
layer, or with C-H, C-OH, CO, or C-OOH functional
groups.3 Since we do not observe strong features arising from
bonding with oxygen, we expect the STEM EELS spectrum to
exhibit the characteristic peaks of both amorphous carbon and
diamond. The HRTEM image of nanodiamond (green frame
in Figure 1C) indicates that the contrast is in accordance with
the calculated lattice image of diamond in the ⟨110⟩
orientation, with bright spots in the positions of the carbon
atoms (pink frame in Figure 1C).
The structural characterization of carbon nanoparticles
synthesized from nitrated-PAHs and G-O was performed by
TEM with 300 kV acceleration voltage. Figure 2A shows that
the nanoparticles are well dispersed with relatively uniform
sizes. The diameters of more than 230 nanoparticles were
measured for each sample (Figure 2B). The mean diameter of
nanoparticles synthesized from nitrated-PAHs is about 2.1 nm,
and the maximum diameter is 4 nm. For nanoparticles
synthesized from G-O, the fraction of nanoparticles < 4 nm is
about 80% and the mean diameter is 2.8 nm. Another
indication of the nature of the nanocrystals is the defect
structure, as shown in Figure 3, which is typical for
nanodiamonds.3

nanodiamonds could be synthesized by a hydrothermal
method at lower temperature (473−673 K) and pressure
(<0.2 GPa).25
Here, we report a low-temperature (423 K) hydrothermal
reaction for the formation of ultraﬁne nanodiamonds with a
wide choice of precursors, namely, graphene-oxide (G-O) and
nitrated polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs, including
naphthalene, anthracene, phenanthrene, and pyrene). Highresolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)
images show that nanodiamond crystals with uniform
diameters less than 4 nm are obtained from all these
precursors.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Nanodiamonds were synthesized by a low-temperature hydrothermal method from G-O and PAHs; the synthesis process is
detailed in the Methods section. Figure 1A shows the
precursors used in our low-temperature hydrothermal process,
namely, G-O, and separately, the four nitrated-PAHs. Nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) results (Figure S1) show that the
products of PAHs after nitration are mixtures of nitrosubstituted PAHs derivatives. Each G-O and nitrated-PAH
was then added to a 0.2 M sodium hydroxide solution, and the
reaction mixtures were heated to 423 K for 10 h in
polytetraﬂuoroethylene (PTFE) autoclaves (Figure S2). The
reaction pressure was assumed to be equal to the saturated
vapor pressure of water (∼476 kPa at 423 K). Heating at 393
K resulted in nanodiamonds only for the naphthalene
precursor. The experiment was repeated for all the homemade
nitrated-PAHs precursors as well as other commercial pure
nitrated compounds (Table S2).
Figure 1B is the scanning TEM (STEM) electron energyloss spectroscopy (EELS) of the crystalline nanoparticle on a
silicon nitride substrate. The peak at ∼285 eV corresponds to
sp2-bonded carbon while the broad shoulder at ∼295 eV can
B
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Figure 2. TEM analysis of nanoparticles. (A) Nanoparticles synthesized from naphthalene, anthracene, phenanthrene, pyrene, and G-O, and
(B) the corresponding histograms showing the particle diameter distributions. (C) HRTEM images of monocrystalline cubic nanodiamonds
synthesized from naphthalene, anthracene, phenanthrene, pyrene, and G-O. (D) HRTEM images of monocrystalline nanodiamonds showing
the forbidden {002} reﬂection; the corresponding FFT patterns are given below each image. The overlays in (C) and (D) indicate the
measured interplanar spacings of the corresponding reﬂections, and the angles between them. {111}, {002}, and {220} reﬂections are
marked by red, yellow, and blue labels.

To further conﬁrm that the nanocrystals are diamonds, we
have used diﬀerent characterization techniques. Bearing in
mind that γ-Fe (3.65 Å, face-centered cubic (FCC), Fm3m),
Cu (3.59 Å, FCC, Fm3m), or other cubic structures may show
similar lattice images, the chemical composition of the
nanoparticles was determined using X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy
(EDS), and EELS analysis, as shown in Figures S4−S6. It can
be seen from EELS up to 1100 eV that there are only N and O
peaks (originating most likely from the nitration and
hydrothermal treatments) and no peaks due to metal
impurities are detected (Figures S5C−F and S6E). More
detailed analysis of the chemical composition is given in the
Supporting Information.

Figure 2C shows the representative HRTEM images with
corresponding Fourier transforms of ﬁve monocrystalline
nanoparticles synthesized from nitrated-PAHs and G-O. The
measured interplanar spacings match with cubic diamond
along the ⟨1̅10⟩ orientation. Figure 2D shows ﬁve monocrystalline nanoparticles synthesized from nitrated-PAHs and G-O.
The d-spacing of 1.78 Å corresponds to the {002} reﬂection,
which is normally forbidden in cubic diamond.31 Nevertheless,
{002} planes have been observed in fast Fourier transformation (FFT) by TEM in many nanodiamonds studied
previously32−36 (the allowed {004} reﬂections are beyond the
resolution limit of our HRTEM). More HRTEM images of the
ﬁve kinds of nanoparticles are shown in Figure S7. In addition,
more than 70 nanoparticles from each sample were measured
C
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Figure 3. Morphology and structure of the diﬀerent types of nanoparticles. (A) Schematic drawing of nanoparticles wrapped with amorphous
carbon (labeled 1) and embedded in residues (labeled 2). (B) TEM image showing an overview of the morphology of the nanoparticles. (C)
Magniﬁed TEM image with residues surrounding the nanoparticles. (D) STEM-HAADF image of nanodiamond; red dotted line traces the
morphology of the amorphous carbon coating around the particle. (E, F) Crystal structure of the nanodiamonds: reﬂection twins along
⟨1̅10⟩ (E) and crystal with rotated grains around ⟨1̅10⟩, which exhibits pentagonal symmetry (F). The overlays indicate the measured
interplanar spacings of the corresponding reﬂections. White dashed lines in (E) and (F) highlight the {111} twin planes. The corresponding
FFT patterns are shown to the right of each image. {111}, {002}, and {220} reﬂections are marked by red, yellow, and blue labels.

Figure 4. The carbon phase diagram showing the stability ranges of graphite and diamond. (The carbon phase diagram varies a little
throughout diﬀerent references; typical values are selected and labeled in this diagram. Detailed information can be found in Table S1.) The
reaction temperature and pressure used in this work are denoted by yellow stars (423 K/476 kPa,) which is far lower than that attained
during TNT detonation (labeled number 1 in light blue: “Jouguet Point”, approximately 4000 K/30 GPa). The green rectangle in the inset
indicates the predicted range of temperature and pressure for the hydrothermal formation as reported by Manuella.25 A comparison of
synthesis methods such as CO2 reduction: 713 K/81 MPa,16 pyrolysis reduction: 973 K/52 MPa (pressure calculated by Antoine equations
for saturated vapor pressure),17 electron irradiation: 1000 K/0 Pa,18 chlorination of carbides: 1273 K/101 kPa,19 ultrasound cavity: 1000 K/
>10 GPa,20 and C60 compression: >2000 K/13 GPa,21 which are labeled in blue squares (numbered 2−7 in ﬁgure). Bulk diamond synthesis
methods such as low-pressure CVD,38 natural formation,39 catalytic method,40 and HTHP method41 are labeled using colored ellipses
numbered 8−11, respectively.
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thereby promoting the synthesis of nanodiamonds. Although
our synthesis method for nanodiamonds from G-O does not
require nitriﬁcation, the synthesis of graphite oxide43 uses
sodium nitrate and sulfuric acid to oxidize expandable graphite
powders, which means the layers of graphite oxide have already
been nitrated and there is no need for further nitriﬁcation of GO (single layer from graphite oxide). The further treatment
with sodium hydroxide solution makes the whole reaction
more active and contributes to the process from sp2 to sp3.
Moreover, in the macroscale, the stacked or aggregated layers
of precursors require high reaction temperature and pressure,
whereas, for nanoscale precursors, the surface-to-volume ratio
is much higher than that at macroscale, which means that
many more atoms can be involved in the reaction and less
energy is required.
From the thermodynamics point of view, when carbon
atoms nucleate to form crystalline structures, nanodiamond or
nanographite or both may form. From an energetic point of
view, the phase with a lower formation energy Ef is more likely
to form. Ef has contributions from both bulk and surface atoms.
The energy of one carbon atom in bulk-graphite is 33 meV/
atom lower than in bulk-diamond at standard temperature and
pressure. Under our experimental conditions, the surfaces are
often saturated by adatoms such as hydrogen, oxygen, or
hydroxyl groups and the concentration of such adatoms in the
immediate neighborhood will greatly inﬂuence the stability of
the nanoparticle surface. As the nanoparticles grow, the ratio of
surface to bulk atoms will decrease. To estimate the change in
formation energy as the nanoparticles grow and undergo
possible phase transitions, we constructed a model to compare
the stability of the two phases (graphite vs diamond) as the
particle size is increased. Assuming hydrogen in the environment that saturates all surface dangling bonds, we calculated
the relative stabilities of hydrogen-terminated nanodiamond,
hydrogen-terminated nanographite, and PAHs as a function of
the size of the particle (DFT/VASP),44 and the results are
shown in Figure 5 and Figure S8. The formation energy of the

to statistically assess the crystal structure. The measured
interplanar spacings and the frequencies of occurrence of the
diﬀerent reﬂections in the ﬁve samples are listed in Table S3,
which agree well with reported values for nanodiamond,
conﬁrming again that nanodiamonds can be formed from
nitrated-PAHs and G-O under hydrothermal conditions.
The nanoparticles have a structure in which the outer layer is
made of amorphous carbon (labeled 1 in Figure 3A). In
addition, the nanoparticles are themselves embedded in a
signiﬁcant amount of amorphous carbon, originating mainly
from residues (labeled 2 in Figure 3A). The residues include
amorphous carbon, nitric salts, and precursors that have been
modiﬁed during the hydrothermal process. The TEM image in
Figure 3B shows the morphology of the nanoparticles with the
residues (magniﬁed in Figure 3C). As can be seen from the
high-angle annular dark-ﬁeld (HAADF) image (Figure 3D),
the crystalline nanoparticle with the diamond structure is
covered by an amorphous layer. TEM observations also show
the presence of twins and grain boundaries. Figure 3E shows
reﬂection twins, the white dotted line indicating the twin
boundary between two monocrystals along ⟨110⟩ with an angle
of ∼140°. Figure 3F shows ⟨110⟩ rotation twins with domains
rotated by ∼71° along the {111} planes, which have
pentagonal symmetry. Twinning is observed in all the
nanocrystals synthesized from the ﬁve diﬀerent precursors
(Figure S7B−D); such twinning has been reported to be
commonly observed in nanodiamonds.3,37
The phase diagram of carbon showing the regions of stability
of the two diﬀerent crystallographic forms is illustrated in
Figure 4. Diamond is mostly stable in the high-pressure region,
whereas graphite is the stable form at lower pressures. During
nanodiamond synthesis by detonation, the pressure and
temperature instantaneously reach the “Jouguet Point”
(approximately 4000 K/30 GPa).3 In the inset ﬁgure showing
the magniﬁed low-temperature and low-pressure (LTLP)
region, the present synthesis temperature and pressure are
marked by a yellow star; the present method employs the
mildest condition among previously reported procedures
(Table S1). The green region marks the theoretically predicted
temperature (473−673 K) and pressure (<0.2 GPa) for the
synthesis of nanodiamonds using a C-O-H containing ﬂuid
(CH4-CO2-H2O) in a geological hydrothermal system.25 Our
ﬁnding supports this prediction and also proves that the
synthesis temperature and pressure can be even lower than that
in the prediction.
The carbon covalent bonds in graphene and PAHs have a
higher bond energy and a shorter bond length (graphene:
0.142 nm, PAHs: ∼0.139 nm), compared to sp3-hybridized
carbon in diamond (0.154 nm). Although the energy diﬀerence
in the chemical bonding between the two forms graphite and
diamond is low (0.03 eV) and the stability of graphite relative
to diamond is mainly given by the entropy term in the free
energy, the phase change from graphite to diamond needs an
extremely high temperature and pressure in traditional bulk
diamond synthesis,42 due to the high activation barrier
between the two phases. In the present system, where an
aromatic sp2 precursor is transformed to diamond, a much
lower energy appears to be suﬃcient to drive the sp2−sp3
transformation, which is also much lower than previous
estimates for macroscopic systems. The nitro group plays an
important role in the reaction. When the precursors are
nitrated, the sp2 hybridization is “re-hybridized” to contain
signiﬁcant sp3 features; the C−C bond strength is lowered,

Figure 5. Diagram of the relative stabilities. Diagram showing the
relative stabilities of nanodiamond, nanographite, and precursor
PAHs (naphthalene C10H8) from a plot of the hydrogen chemical
potential, μH, versus the number of C atoms. The reaction
condition (423 K/476 kPa) and its corresponding μH energy level
at a given pH are highlighted in the diagram.
E
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phases is calculated as Ef = E − NCμC − NHμH, where E is the
total energy of the carbon phases, NC and NH are the number
of C and H atoms, and μC and μH are the chemical potentials
of C and H atoms. The chemical potential μC is ﬁxed to that of
C in bulk-graphite μC = μC (graphite) = −9.305 eV and μH in a
H2 molecule is set to zero with higher μH indicating a H-rich
environment. Using the above DFT-calculated formation
energy, we can obtain the relationship between Ef and NC
for both phases by ﬁtting. The formation energy is ﬁtted using
Ef = NCϵ − NHμH − 12.00NC2/3 for nanodiamond and Ef =
−NHμH − 6.86NC2/3 for nanographite. The chemical potential
diﬀerence of carbon in bulk-diamond and in bulk-graphite
calculated using DFT is ϵ = μC (diamond) − μC (graphite) =
33 meV/atom. For nanoparticles with regular shapes, NH is
well-deﬁned and is ﬁtted using NH = 3.31NC2/3 for nanodiamond and NH = 2.64NC2/3 for nanographite. Therefore, the
relative stability of the phases will depend only on μH and NC
(Figure S8). As shown in Figure 5, in a H-rich environment
(μH > 0), small nanodiamonds (< ∼2 nm) dominate the
diagram, whereas large nanodiamonds are not likely to form. In
low-H regions (μH ∼ −0.76 eV) caused by the reaction H+ +
OH− = H2O (ΔE ∼ 2.303*RT (pH-7)45,46) similar to our
experimental conditions, intermediate-sized nanodiamonds
(1−4 nm) are favored. This is in accordance with our
experimental observation that sodium hydroxide solution
provides a suitable alkaline environment for the nucleation of
nanodiamonds. Smaller nuclei tend to decompose, whereas the
larger ones tend to be transformed into nanographite. Our
theoretical model agrees with our experimental observations
where most of the synthesized nanodiamonds are in the
diameter range of 1−4 nm.
To evaluate the thermodynamic driving force for the
formation reaction, we also calculated the enthalpies and
Gibbs free energies of the reaction. On the basis of the
information from H NMR spectra (Figure S1), it was assumed
that the precursors were mainly mono-/di-nitro substituted
PAHs. Reaction products in the calculations were represented
by ﬁve types of diamondoids, as shown in Figure S10. Previous
reports have considered adamantane to be the smallest
member of the diamond family, and it is often referred to as
one type of diamondoids.47 The reaction can be expressed as

Article

treatment, it is reasonable to assume that the parallel formation
of nanodiamonds is highly probable. Nanodiamonds have a
large band gap and show eﬃcient PL, reasons for their use in
biological labeling applications.1 Our ﬁnding thus gives a
possible explanation for the observed PL eﬀect in graphenederived materials in the absence of functional groups.

CONCLUSION
On the basis of a large number of HRTEM images and
statistical data analysis, along with EDS and EELS results, we
conclude that the formation of nanodiamonds under hydrothermal (LTLP) conditions is due to the surface-to-volume
ratio of nanoscale precursors being much higher than that of
macroscopic precursors, which allows more atoms to
participate in the reaction with less energy being required.
However, since various types of puriﬁcation techniques have
been attempted (Table S4), sub-4 nm nanodiamond particles
cannot be successfully separated from the reaction residuals.
The existing centrifugation and puriﬁcation techniques have
not allowed separating the 2−3 nm nanodiamonds from the
surrounding amorphous carbon (Figures 3B and S7A). It is
worthy to note that the commercial nanodiamonds (Aldrich,
TCI, etc.) have an average diameter larger than 4 nm. This
statistical rule is not a coincidence, because the sub-4 nm
nanodiamonds may be eliminated during the puriﬁcation
process. According to our investigation of the literature, there
has been no report on the successful separation of sub-4 nm
nanodiamonds in macroscopic scale until now. To improve the
purity and scale of production, the next step would seem to
include the development of more advanced puriﬁcation
techniques that can separate sub-4 nm nanoparticles from
other reaction products. Nevertheless, our results demonstrate
a straightforward way to form nanodiamonds under mild
conditions. Nanodiamonds with diameters below 4 nm show
size-dependent eﬀects and could be useful in certain
applications such as quantum computing in addition to
biomedical imaging and bio-labeling.
METHODS
Sample Preparation. Graphene-oxide (G-O) was prepared by
oxidizing expandable graphite powders using the modiﬁed Hummers
method. Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) including
naphthalene, anthracene, phenanthrene, and pyrene (Sigma-Aldrich
Corp.) were nitrated by reﬂuxing with nitric acid. Each of these four
PAHs were then reﬂuxed in 65−68 wt % nitric acid at 333−353 K for
8 h. After cooling to room temperature, the suspension was diluted in
deionized (DI) water and ﬁltered through a membrane (0.22 μm,
Dongyang Corp. Q/FML07-2004). The ﬁltered products (precursors,
see Figure S2) were dried and stored in a sealed glass container with
silica gel. 0.3 g of each precursor was mixed with 0.2 M sodium
hydroxide solution and sonicated in an ultrasonic bath for 15 min. A
known volume of each suspension was added into individual 100 mL
polytetraﬂuoroethylene (PTFE) autoclaves and sealed. The ﬁve
autoclaves were transferred into an oven (Shanghai Yiheng Corp.
DHG-9075A) and heated at 423 K for 10 h. The autoclaves were
cooled in that oven to room temperature and then removed from the
oven. The suspensions (naphthalene, anthracene, and pyrene have a
“wine-red” color, phenanthrene has a light “orange” color, and G-O
has no speciﬁc color) were diluted with DI water for characterization
by transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
Characterization. TEM, EDS, and EELS: Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM), and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) were carried
out in an aberration-corrected TEM (FEI Titan 80-300) operated at
300 kV. The images were recorded by a charge coupled device camera

Cx Hy − z(NO2 )z + O2 → CmHn + N2 + H 2O + CO2
(1)

where CxHy−z(NO2)z can be any one of the four PAH
precursors, and z is 1 or 2, depending on whether a mono-/dinitro substituted precursor is considered. CmHn represents any
one of the ﬁve diamondoid products. The calculation results
are summarized in Figure S10 and Table S5. It is clear that all
the enthalpies and free energies of reaction are negative,
showing that all the reactions are exothermic and thermodynamically favorable.
We note here that the formation of nanodiamonds under
our experimental conditions could account for the observed
photoluminescence (PL) in graphene and G-O quantum dots.
It has been proposed that, even though graphene has a zero
band gap, doping, defects, or size-induced quantum conﬁnement eﬀects can increase the band gap of graphene or G-O.48
However, it is still under debate as to why this band gap is so
large (UV absorbance maximum: ∼500 nm, corresponding to a
band gap of ∼2.4 eV), while the PL signal is so weak. In view
of the fact that most of the synthesis procedures to obtain
quantum dots from graphene or G-O include hydrothermal
F
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(2k × 2k, Gatan UltraScan 1000) with an exposure time of 0.5−1 s.
Electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) was performed using the
same FEI Titan 80-300 microscope equipped with a Gatan GIF image
ﬁltering system.
STEM EELS: HAADF-STEM images and EELS spectra were taken
with an FEI Titan Cubed 80-300 operated at 200 kV. The EELS line
scan results were acquired by a K2 direct electron detector. The
energy dispersion was 0.1 eV/ch, and the 100% duty cycle was used.
The beam current was 50 pA to reduce carbon contamination. The
acquisition time was 2.5 ms for each pixel. Nano Beam Diﬀraction
(NBD) was carried out using a Thermo Scientiﬁc Talos F200X G2.
SEM images were acquired using a Helios NanolabTM 600i, and
AFM morphologies were obtained with an NT-MDT Prima, Bruker
Dimension Edge. X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) results of the samples after
attempted puriﬁcation were collected by a Rigaku Smartlab
diﬀractometer with a 3 kW Cu Kα X-ray (λ = 1.54 Å). Confocal
Raman spectroscopy was performed using a custom-made Horiba
Raman spectrometer with an excitation laser wavelength of 325 nm
and a constant power level of 2.6 nW. Nuclear magnetic resonance (H
NMR) spectra were recorded on a BRUKER AVANCE 400 M NMR
spectrometer; C NMR spectra were recorded on a BRUKER DSX400
with dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) solvent. X-ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy (XPS) survey spectra were obtained with an UlvacPHI 5000 Versa Probe with monochromatic Al Kα = 1486.6 eV
radiation. Ultraviolet−visible (UV−vis) absorption spectroscopy was
carried out using a SHIMADZU UV-2600 spectrometer, and PL
spectra were recorded by a ﬂuorescence spectrometer (FluoroMax-4,
Horiba Jobin Yvon) under 150 W xenon lamp excitation at room
temperature.
Theoretical Study. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations
were performed with the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package
(VASP).44 The exchange-correlation interaction was described by the
Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof functional within the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) framework49 and the core region by the
projector augmented wave method50 with the cutoﬀ of the plane wave
set as 400 eV. For a better description of the weak van der Waals
interaction, a more accurate DFT-D2 correction was adopted.51 The
Brillouin zone was sampled at the Γ point only. A conjugate gradient
method was applied to relax the geometry until interatomic forces
were less than 0.01 eV/Å.
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